Inquiry in the West African Summer School for
Young Astronomers (Abuja, Nigeria)
Week-long course in astronomy for 70 undergraduate
science majors and teachers in Nigeria (October 2013)
PDP team: Linda Strubbe (lead), Kelly Lepo, Heidi White, Jielai Zhang
Collaborators: Bonaventure Okere, James Chibueze, Daniel Okoh, Mike Reid, Lisa Hunter, Johnson Urama, Augustine Ubachukwu

www.tinyurl.com/westafrica-astro

(IAU Commission for Astronomy Education & Development Newsletter 80, October 2014, p.11)

Introduction to Nigeria

Overall Goals for the School

- Population = 200 million
- Mean 5 years of schooling
- Low UN Human
Development Index
- Single university
astronomy program

- Introduce West African students to astronomy
- Exchange ideas about teaching and learning in
West Africa and North America
- Build foundation for sustained astronomy
partnership between West Africa and Canada

- Capital city = Abuja

Sample Inquiry Path
Investigation Question: “What are sunspots?”
“What observations would you want to
start answering this question?”
→ “How big are sunspots?”
→ “How do you know the size of the
Sun?” -- “We were taught it.”
Groups worked to discover the method of parallax

Inquiry activity: Distances in the Universe
Alumni community on Facebook

Goals: Students will learn:
- Parallax method for measuring nearby distances
- Inverse-square law for light + standard candles
for measuring large distances
- Engaging in argument from evidence
Evaluation & Reflections
Pre- & Post- surveys:
- Astronomy Concept Inventory questions:
Students showed significant improvement on some questions
- Career as a Scientist:
Interest and confidence began and remained very high

Group reactions to African eclipse
(November 2013)

“This process has actually made me realize that I can think
and find answers to questions on my own without external
help. I can now say I can think like a scientist.”

Future: Awarded International Astronomical Union grant to teach school again in July 2015
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